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Availability: For Windows Super Hybrid
Engine Description: Availability: For
Windows More Details For Windows $19.99
In stock Highlights Asus Super Hybrid
Engine is an innovative battery saver
technology specially developed for the
market of notebooks, which is incredibly
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energy efficient. Its main advantage is that
it overpowers processors in order to achieve
an amazing battery life of up to 6 hours,
without harming performance or
compromising any of the operations that are
executed in the background. The Super
Hybrid Engine is part of the Asus Power
Saving Technologies (PST) range of
features. This range includes the Super
Hybrid Engine, Super Hybrid BIOS, ASUS
Auto Backup, ASUS Auto Sleep and the
ASUS TPU. All these features are meant to
help you save energy in a smart way. The
Super Hybrid Engine is a power
management module (PMM) that is part of
the Intel Architecture and is available only



for notebooks and laptops. It is supposed to
augment the battery life of the notebook, by
increasing its capacity in power
consumption. For Windows This feature can
be activated when you log in. If you have set
it to turn on automatically, your system will
shut down at the scheduled time and switch
to a power-saving state only when you want
it to. When it is active, the clock will display
the remaining hours available and the low
battery warning icon will appear in the
system tray. Only the clock, battery, low
battery warning, and switch button will be
displayed. Note: The Super Hybrid Engine
is a feature of the Intel Atom processor.
What's in the box Super Hybrid Engine



Battery Quick guide Super Hybrid Engine is
a technology developed by Asus that
enforces laptops and notebooks to preserve
battery life better than any other dedicated
third-party utility. The technology mainly
targets Intel Atom processors, standing out
as a reliable alternative to Windows’ built-in
power saving modules by providing the user
with more advantageous scenarios that
don’t tamper with system performance. The
approach used by Super Hybrid Engine is
simple in essence, although sporting a great
deal of complexity in what its engine is
concerned. It overclocks the processor in
various ways in order to obtain the power
requested by the user. You can operate it



using the system tray icon, which will
provide access to five major presets. Two of
these are the Auto High Performance and
Auto Power-Saving, which are self-adjust

Super Hybrid Engine

Key Macro adds special symbols to a certain
window and will allow you to perform any
function with the mouse, keyboard or both
in less than one second. There are many
keyboard shortcuts that you may not even
know, just waiting to be discovered. The
application made by iuza will bring them to



light and you will be able to start
customizing your own shortcuts in no time.
Key Macro will help you customize
keyboard shortcuts for programs, windows
and web pages. It can also be used to create
custom shortcuts for menus, files and
folders. Just open Key Macro and let the
magic of macros begin. Key Macro has a
wide range of features which allow you to
personalize your computer in ways that you
never thought possible. With Key Macro,
you can perform almost any function with
the mouse, the keyboard or both in less
than a second. You will not only be able to
rearrange your windows, but you can also
move them, resizing them, move them to



any screen, give them a different desktop
background, set them as the default
programs to open certain files or folders,
lock them, or even shut them down. Key
Macro can be a blessing for anyone that is
constantly switching between tasks. It will
allow you to move between web pages, files,
images, text, videos, etc. with only a few
clicks. Key Macro is specially designed to
help you switch between web pages and
files. The main purpose of this application is
to help you perform functions much faster
and more efficiently. It can even move
programs and windows, resize them, create
shortcuts, set the desktop wallpaper, lock a
window, put a window to sleep, or even



close it down, and much more. It is one of
the best things to happen to users of all
types of computers. KEYMACRO Features: -
Quick access to your favorites. - Enable an
unlimited number of shortcuts, and create
shortcuts to just about anything. - Add
custom shortcuts to almost any function you
can think of. - Protect your computer with
super powerful keylogger. - Visualize most
shortcuts using a colorful animated icons. -
Create shortcuts to Programs, Windows and
Files. - One click to move any windows to
any screen. - Lock or make your window in
a position of your choice. - Enable the
keyboard to move, resize, or flip your
windows. - Enable the mouse to move,



resize or flip your windows. - Resize your
windows to their minimum or maximum
size. 2edc1e01e8
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Easy to use and with settings optimized for
different tasks, ASUS Super Hybrid
Engine™ allows the ASUS Transformer
series to excel in efficiency and user
convenience. Experience more than a two-
hour battery life. When paired with the
ASUS Transformer Pad™ TF300/TF302
tablet (Wi-Fi only), Super Hybrid Engine™
ensures you can go about your business
uninterrupted. DualCore Atom
N270/N280/N280T Processor The Super
Hybrid Engine™ technology is composed of
two main parts: a new closed-loop
intelligent fan control module and the Super



Hybrid Engine™ application program. The
closed-loop intelligent fan control module
enhances the stability of the fan speed,
allowing it to adjust itself according to
temperature changes to ensure all
components inside the device receive
adequate cooling. The application program
makes the adjustments to fan speed based
on actual usage. This results in a more even
power distribution and optimized
performance. You can also select three
different profiles to meet your power
demands. DualCore Atom
N270/N280/N280T Processor The Super
Hybrid Engine™ technology is composed of
two main parts: a new closed-loop



intelligent fan control module and the Super
Hybrid Engine™ application program. The
closed-loop intelligent fan control module
enhances the stability of the fan speed,
allowing it to adjust itself according to
temperature changes to ensure all
components inside the device receive
adequate cooling. The application program
makes the adjustments to fan speed based
on actual usage. This results in a more even
power distribution and optimized
performance. You can also select three
different profiles to meet your power
demands. Thermal Conduction Technology
Compared to conventional heat dissipation
systems, Thermal Conduction Technology™



effectively transfers heat away from the
device. This allows for longer operating
times and a cooler experience than ever
before, even under demanding conditions.
Thermal Conduction Technology™ also
allows for a thicker heat pipe to increase
heat transfer efficiency. DualCore Atom
N270/N280/N280T Processor The Super
Hybrid Engine™ technology is composed of
two main parts: a new closed-loop
intelligent fan control module and the Super
Hybrid Engine™ application program. The
closed-loop intelligent fan control module
enhances the stability of the fan speed,
allowing it to adjust itself according to
temperature changes to ensure all



components inside the device receive
adequate cooling. The application program
makes the adjustments to fan speed based
on actual usage. This results in a more even
power distribution and optimized
performance. You can also select three
different profiles to meet your power
demands.
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Super Hybrid Engine is an amazing
software available for both notebooks and
ultrabooks which enables their owners to
achieve a battery life much higher than the
standard set by Windows or other utilities.
It is the first utility to be able to push the
power consumption to the maximum with an
energy-saving mode, giving the user the
possibility to save battery for up to 7 hours,
improving the reliability of the system even
more. It can even improve the battery life of
Ultrabooks, which is not something that can
be done with other utilities. It can be used
with Atom, Core i3, Core i5 and Core i7
processors, without requiring any further
installation. It works in two modes: Auto



and Manual. The Auto mode is self-adjusting
and it is the most efficient mode, although
this may not be the most reliable, due to the
configuration chosen. The Manual mode
consists of managing the power
consumption of the machine in order to
achieve the desired battery life, which
depends on the user. The settings are
divided into three categories: 1. Auto-
related options: - Battery - which allows the
user to select the percentage that the power
should be granted by the Super Hybrid
Engine. - CPU - which allows the user to
select the maximum percentage granted to
the processor. - Screen - which allows the
user to select the brightness to be used by



the screens of the notebook. - CPU Load -
which allows the user to select the
percentage of maximum load to be given to
the processor. - Setpoint - which allows the
user to select the maximum battery level to
be reached, allowing you to use Super
Hybrid Engine until this level has been
reached. - Stability - which allows the user
to select the setting in which the system will
operate when instability has been detected.
- Performance - which allows the user to
select the mode of operation to be used
when the performance is lower than
expected, to avoid any performance drops. -
Startup - which allows the user to select the
mode of operation that will be used when



the computer is restarted. 2. Power Saving-
related options: - Battery - which allows the
user to select the percentage of battery that
should be reserved for the system. - CPU -
which allows the user to select the
percentage of maximum power granted to
the processor. - Screen - which allows the
user to select the brightness to be used by
the screens of the notebook. - CPU Load -
which allows the user to select the
percentage of maximum load to be given to
the processor. - Setpoint - which allows the
user to select the maximum battery level to
be reached, allowing you to use Super
Hybrid Engine until this level has been
reached. - Stability - which allows the user



to select the setting in which the system will
operate when instability has been detected.
- Performance - which allows the user to
select the mode of operation to be used
when the performance is lower than
expected



System Requirements:

Propellerhead Reason is a program
compatible with MacOSX 10.6, 10.7, 10.8,
and 10.9 operating systems. (10.8 and 10.9
are not officially supported.) Although
Reason is designed to be used on a wide
range of machines, the vast majority of
users will find Reason to be extremely
usable on a Macbook Pro. You do not need
to use a Macbook Pro, however. You do not
need to have high speed memory or an Intel
Core 2 Duo processor. You will still be able
to work
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